a r t I C l e S Neural circuits can be modified by experience and maintain the capacity for functional reorganization throughout life [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This plasticity is a major feature of A1, especially for forming representations of behaviorally important sensory signals such as speech, music and other forms of acoustic communication [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Changes in neural circuits and behavior can be incredibly long lasting, particularly after arousing or stressful events, but the processes and mechanisms by which cortical networks are modified and affect sensory perception are unclear.
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Long-term cortical plasticity requires both sensory experience and activation of neuromodulatory systems, which relay behavioral context to local cortical circuits [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Among these neuromodulators, norepinephrine is important for learning, synaptic plasticity and modification of sensory representations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , and is released throughout the brain by locus coeruleus neurons during periods of arousal, anxiety and stress [26] [27] [28] [29] . Locus coeruleus neurons are activated by noxious and surprising stimuli, and also respond directly to previously innocuous stimuli that have been linked to behaviorally important episodes in the past [30] [31] [32] [33] . It is hypothesized that locus coeruleus has a major role in adjusting the gains of cortical synapses in a task-dependent manner; in particular, higher frequency phasic activity of noradrenergic neurons may facilitate the formation of task-specific behavioral patterns to optimize perceptual abilities and motor outputs 26 . However, it is unknown how locus coeruleus neurons are affected by experience or how modifications to noradrenergic and cortical circuits interact and are coordinated. We directly examined the relationship between locus coeruleus activity and cortical plasticity enabled by norepinephrine by recording from adult rat locus coeruleus and A1 neurons in parallel during behavioral experiments on auditory perception to reveal synaptic mechanisms and network dynamics involved in perceptual learning under noradrenergic control.
RESULTS

Locus coeruleus plasticity
To determine how locus coeruleus is altered by experience, we first asked how locus coeruleus neurons respond to sensory stimuli. We recorded from these neurons in anesthetized adult rats ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2) , and locus coeruleus was identified by response to tail pinch and anatomical identification of electrode position. Intense stimulation (foot shock) produced phasic, highfrequency spiking (Supplementary Fig. 1a ), whereas innocuous stimuli (pure tones) did not evoke detectable responses ( Supplementary  Fig. 1b) . However, after tones were repetitively paired with foot shock for 1-5 min, paired tones could evoke locus coeruleus spikes for 1+ h (Supplementary Fig. 1b) . Spontaneous activity and responses to foot shock were qualitatively similar under both ketamine and pentobarbital anesthesia (Supplementary Fig. 2) , although there was a trend for firing rates to be reduced in the presence of ketamine.
We then examined whether pairing auditory stimuli with locus coeruleus activity (locus coeruleus pairing) was sufficient to modify neuronal responses. Pairing was performed either by depolarization through the recording electrode or extracellular stimulation. For single-cell depolarization, we made current-clamp recordings from locus coeruleus neurons and measured responses to pure tones (0.5-32 kHz) 5-20 min before and 5+ min after pairing postsynaptic spike with a pure tone of a specific frequency at 70 dB sound pressure 1 4 8 4 VOLUME 18 | NUMBER 10 | OCTOBER 2015 nature neurOSCIenCe a r t I C l e S level (SPL). After the baseline period, neurons were phasically depolarized at 20 Hz for 500 ms, repeated at 0.5-1 Hz for 1-5 min (Fig. 1b) , similar to firing patterns observed in locus coeruleus neurons during foot shock (Supplementary Fig. 1a ). This procedure mimics what can occur when sounds are linked to arousing situations 29, 33 , although locus coeurleus neurons can fire at higher rates and in shorter bursts in some cases 34 . Electrode positions were confirmed by measuring responses to tail pinch ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ) and post hoc histology ( Supplementary Fig. 1c,e) , with some locus coeruleus neurons filled with biocytin through the whole-cell pipette and colabeled with an antibody to tyrosine hydroxylase (TH).
Pairing tones with single-cell depolarization induced responses to auditory stimuli in previously unresponsive locus coeruleus neurons that lasted for the duration of the recordings. An example in vivo whole-cell recording is shown in Figure 1c . Initially, this cell did not respond to sounds. However, after pairing 16-kHz tones with postsynaptic spiking, 16-kHz tones evoked sizable excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) at ~30-ms latency, and tone-evoked responses lasted for the recording duration. Locus coeruleus plasticity required NMDA receptors, as local infusion of AP5 (1 mM) prevented emergence of tone-evoked responses after pairing (Fig. 1d) . These results are reminiscent of 'silent synapses' activated after induction of long-term potentiation, although here it appeared that auditory responses had developed in formerly silent cells.
We tested how long these auditory responses would last after pairing. To simultaneously induce plasticity in multiple locus coeruleus neurons, we paired pure tones with extracellular locus coeruleus stimulation (20 Hz for 500 ms at 0.5-1 Hz, 1-5 min). We confirmed that stimulation was confined to a small area (<500 µm) around the electrode (Supplementary Fig. 1f ). We made current-clamp and cell-attached recordings in vivo; after the first recording, 0-4 more recordings were obtained from different neurons in the same animal to assess the degree and duration of changes to other locus coeruleus neurons after a single pairing episode.
Three recordings from the same animal are shown in Figure 1e , a current-clamp recording before and after pairing, a cell-attached recording 5+ h after pairing, and a final current-clamp recording 6+ h afterward. The paired tone was 16 kHz at 70 dB SPL. Locus coeruleus cells continued to respond to paired tones for hours after pairing. In addition, locus coeruleus plasticity could be specific to paired tones, as responses to unpaired tones were sometimes initially enhanced, but not persistently modified after pairing.
The duration of locus coeruleus plasticity as measured by z scores is shown in Figure 1f (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for non-normalized values of synaptic and spiking responses). Substantial increases in synaptic strength and spike generation (Fig. 1f) lasted for at least several hours after pairing, unless locus coeruleus plasticity was prevented with AP5. These findings demonstrate that locus coeruleus neurons can become part of the overall circuit activated by onceinnocuous stimuli. Notably, this might lead to noradrenergic modulation of target projection areas in response to tonal presentation alone. Thus, we focused the rest of our experiments on the functional consequences of neuromodulatory plasticity on cortical responses and perceptual learning.
Locus coeruleus pairing modifies A1 responses A major output of locus coeruleus is the cerebral cortex, where noradrenergic modulation has a key role in sensory processing and control of behavior [26] [27] [28] . To determine how noradrenergic modulation affected cortical sensory representations, we made in vivo recordings from A1 neurons and monitored tone-evoked responses before and after pairing (Figs. 2 and 3, and Supplementary Fig. 4) . We made whole-cell recordings from 91 A1 cells (51 current-clamp, 40 voltageclamp) and 50 cell-attached recordings in 49 adult rats implanted with npg a r t I C l e S stimulation electrodes in locus coeruleus (Fig. 2a) , as well as 25 A1 cells (13 current-clamp and 12 cell-attached) from five adult Th-Cre rats expressing channelrhodopsin-2 specifically in TH-positive locus coeruleus neurons (Fig. 3a) . Baseline responses to pure tones were recorded from A1 neurons, locus coeruleus pairing was performed, and responses measured as long as recordings remained stable. When the first recording ended, we sequentially made 1-7 more recordings from that cortical location to document the dynamics of post-pairing response modification over 12 h. We quantified changes to tuning curves over multiple cells by measuring relative shift in best frequency from the original best frequency toward the paired frequency (for example, 100% shift indicates that best frequency became the paired frequency), and by fitting Gaussians and quantifying increase in tuning curve width measured in s.d. (for example, 200% width indicates that s.d. doubled). One set of recordings demonstrating the cortical effects of locus coeruleus pairing with electrical stimulation is shown in Figure 2b ,c. We recorded from five neurons from the same region of A1 initially tuned to 4 kHz, for 11 h after pairing. The first cell recorded in current-clamp had a best frequency of 4 kHz (Fig. 2c) . The paired frequency was 16 kHz at 70 dB SPL; after pairing, responses to all tones increased (Fig. 2b) across the tuning curve and the best frequency shifted to the paired frequency (Fig. 2c) . We measured cellattached spiking responses 50 min after pairing in this cell; 16 kHz remained the best frequency (Fig. 2c) . Over the next 10 h, we obtained four more recordings (two current-clamp, two cell-attached; Fig. 2c ). Tuning width recovered, but 16 kHz remained the best frequency.
We also examined the effects of optical stimulation in Th-Cre rats expressing the ChETA variant of channelrhodopsin-2 in locus coeruleus neurons via stereotaxic injection of Cre-dependent adeno-associated virus (pAAV5-Ef1a-DIO-ChETA-EYFP). These Th-Cre animals had optical fibers implanted in locus coeruleus for stimulation specifically of the noradrenergic neurons during pairing (Fig. 3a) . One set of recordings from the same animal is shown in Figure 3b . Before pairing, the best frequency was 1 kHz and responses were weak. After pairing, responses increased and tuning shifted to the paired 16-kHz frequency up to 7.5 h afterwards for both synaptic and spiking responses. Thus, electrical stimulation and optogenetic stimulation of the locus coeruleus both affect A1 receptive fields, increasing responses to auditory stimuli and at least initially reducing the tuning width of cortical neurons. Pairing with electrical versus optogenetic stimulation share some features, but there may also be some differences in outcomes, reflecting activation of overlapping, but distinct, cell populations with one method compared with the other.
Overall, three general features of cortical plasticity induced by locus coeruleus pairing were apparent: large increases in tone-evoked responses to all stimuli, shifts in best frequency toward paired inputs and return of average tuning width over several hours, with maintained preference at the paired input for the duration of the recordings (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. 4) . In individual neurons, responses at paired inputs were substantially larger both 5-10 min and 45-60 min after pairing (Fig. 4a) . Responses to unpaired inputs were also enhanced 5-10 min after pairing, but returned toward original levels 45-60 min post-pairing (Fig. 4b) . Similar enhancements also occurred for A1 intensity tuning (Supplementary Fig. 5 ), leading to stronger responses overall, albeit with increased preference around paired levels.
As a consequence, paired inputs tended to become the best input within minutes after pairing, shifting best frequency and broadening tuning. To our surprise, this shift in tuning could last 7-12 h ( Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 4a ), whereas tuning width recovered and was statistically similar to baseline tuning widths within 3-4 h (Fig. 4d) . These changes were also observed for spiking responses in currentclamp and cell-attached recordings (Fig. 4e,f and Supplementary  Fig. 4b ), as well as multiunit recordings ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ). Similar modifications could be induced under pentobarbital anesthesia (Supplementary Fig. 7 ). npg a r t I C l e S These effects are qualitatively different from the consequences of nucleus basalis pairing 17, 35 , which instead induces stimulus-specific and shorter-lasting changes in A1 frequency tuning (Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
Although the locus coeruleus and nucleus basalis modulatory systems are intimately related 20, 32 , the effects of locus coeruleus pairing on A1 responses seemed to be independent of cholinergic modulation, as they were not affected by cortical application of the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist atropine (Supplementary Fig. 9 ).
Thus, the main effect of locus coeruleus pairing on cortical responses is to first greatly increase responses to all sensory stimuli, regardless of context, before retaining an enduring specificity for paired inputs. In the remainder of this study, we investigated the circuit mechanisms of cortical plasticity ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11) , the relation between locus coeruleus plasticity and A1 plasticity (Figs. 6 and 7), and the perceptual consequences from these modifications to auditory representations ( Fig. 8 and Supplementary Fig. 12 ).
Cortical circuit effects of locus coeruleus pairing
We found that locus coeruleus pairing could induce tone-evoked responses in previously silent A1 cells (Fig. 5a) , as well as convert subthreshold (non-spiking) responses into suprathreshold (spiking) responses (Fig. 5b) . Pairing increased the average size of paired excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and EPSPs (Fig. 5c) . Notably, tone-evoked responses were not detected in 9 of 37 A1 neurons before pairing. In 6 of 9 of these non-responsive cells, pairing rapidly induced significant responses that were maintained for the recording duration. Of the other 28 cells, 20 of 28 neurons showed increased responses, whereas, in 8 of 28 neurons, the tone-evoked synaptic response was reduced after pairing.
We next measured changes to tone-evoked spiking. Pairing greatly increased spike output by A1 neurons, measured in current-clamp and cell-attached recordings (Fig. 5d) . Paired tones initially evoked spikes only in 3 of 21 current-clamp and 9 of 12 cell-attached recordings. After pairing, spikes were evoked in 13 of 21 current-clamp and 12 of 12 cell-attached recordings (in 2 of 33 recordings, spiking was reduced after pairing).
The neuromodulator acetylcholine reduces evoked inhibition to shift cortical excitatory-inhibitory balance in favor of excitation 17 . Thus, we next asked whether noradrenergic modulation via locus coeruleus stimulation has a similar effect, using in vivo voltageclamp recordings from A1 neurons to assess changes to inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs). We found that locus coeruleus pairing greatly increased tone-evoked EPSCs and IPSCs together (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). However, pairing decreased spontaneous inhibition for several minutes during and after pairing. This was primarily expressed as a reduction in spontaneous IPSC rate (Fig. 5e) , whereas spontaneous IPSC amplitudes (Fig. 5e) and the rates and amplitude of spontaneous EPSCs (Fig. 5f ) were unaffected.
Our findings indicate that locus coeruleus activation seems to specifically decrease tonic (spontaneous) inhibition rather than phasic (stimulus-evoked) inhibition. This provides a basic gain control mechanism by which responses to any incoming stimuli would be transiently enhanced after noradrenergic modulation, as a reduction in spontaneous inhibition would affect all subsequent inputs, paired and unpaired. In this manner, locus coeruleus may provide a broadband signal for increasing sensory processing in novel or hazardous environments, where possibly one or more of many environmental cues are important for behavioral performance. Furthermore, these results also suggest that the sources of spontaneous and tone-evoked inhibition are under distinct forms of neuromodulatory control.
We asked whether reducing overall inhibitory tone could lead to similar changes in tone-evoked synaptic responses and frequency tuning. We performed pharmacological experiments to reduce GABAergic inhibition ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ), either by bicuculline iontophoresis or intracellular perfusion with picrotoxin. We made voltage-clamp recordings to measure synaptic frequency tuning, then presented tones of a given frequency during 5 min of bicuculline iontophoresis. We observed an enduring enhancement of tone-evoked excitatory a r t I C l e S and inhibitory responses together 10 min after iontophoresis was over (Supplementary Fig. 11a) . In other experiments, GABAergic inhibition was constitutively blocked by including picrotoxin in the wholecell pipette. Because this disinhibition alone leads to a substantial enhancement of excitatory responses, we waited 10 min for dialysis of picrotoxin through the recording pipette before starting tonal stimulation. We monitored responses to a single tone frequency and observed a progressive strengthening of these synaptic responses in an activitydependent manner that required NMDA receptors ( Supplementary  Fig. 11b ). Thus, tonic disinhibition can be an effective mechanism for enhancing synaptic responses in a long-lasting manner.
Locus coeruleus plasticity controls cortical plasticity
We next performed a series of pharmacological studies to understand the mechanistic basis of A1 changes induced by locus coeruleus pairing and connect these forms of subcortical and cortical plasticity. To our surprise, we found that locus coeruleus plasticity was both sufficient (Fig. 6) and necessary (Fig. 7) for the induction and maintenance of cortical plasticity.
First, we paired tones with norepinephrine iontophoresis locally in A1 instead of locus coeruleus stimulation (Fig. 6a) . Although 'norepinephrine pairing' increased responses and shifted best frequency toward the paired input, these changes were temporary and lasted less than an hour. Cortical norepinephrine, paired with sensory input, was not by itself sufficient for the long-lasting changes to A1 responses observed with locus coeruleus pairing.
We then examined whether noradrenergic receptor activation was at all required for the effects of locus coeruleus pairing.
Topical application of the alpha-adrenergic receptor antagonist phentolamine immediately before pairing initially blocked effects of pairing. However, minutes after pairing ended and phentolamine was no longer applied, A1 tuning curves shifted toward the paired frequency, resulting in enduring changes similar to those induced by locus coeruleus pairing (Fig. 6b) .
Instead, noradrenergic receptor activation in A1 was required hours after locus coeruleus pairing had ended. To assess the requirement for neuromodulation after pairing, we topically applied phentolamine to A1 continuously over the duration of the experiment starting ~30 min post-pairing. Although locus coeruleus pairing initially produced substantial shifts in tuning curves, tens of minutes later, these changes were diminished and A1 tuning curves shifted back to their original best frequency in the presence of phentolamine (Fig. 6c) .
These findings reveal two important features of locus coeruleus pairing and neuromodulatory plasticity. First, alpha-noradrenergic receptor activation is required for long-lasting expression of changes to cortical sensory representations in response to locus coeruleus pairing. Second, this modulatory control over cortical plasticity must occur in A1 itself, as local A1 application of noradrenergic receptor antagonist prevented tuning curve shifts. These results then suggest that plasticity of locus coeruleus directly controls A1 plasticity. In this scenario, each time paired tones are presented after pairing, newly responsive locus coeruleus neurons release norepinephrine into A1, maintaining changes to cortical representations in a selective and powerful manner.
Thus, we asked whether modifications to locus coeruleus neurons were required for cortical plasticity. We recorded from A1 neurons npg a r t I C l e S before and after locus coeruleus pairing, and used cannulas to infuse AP5 into locus coeruleus to prevent locus coeruleus plasticity. Infusing AP5 into locus coeruleus during pairing reduced the duration of A1 modifications. Three cells recorded over 8 h from a 4-kHz region of A1 are shown in Figure 7a . The first current-clamp recording revealed that 4 kHz was the best frequency (Fig. 7a) . Locus coeruleus stimulation was paired with 1-kHz tones at 70 dB SPL. A second A1 neuron had new preference for 1 kHz 3 h after pairing (Fig. 7a) . But 8 h after pairing, tuning reverted to 4 kHz (Fig. 7a) . We conclude that locus coeruleus plasticity is required for maintenance of A1 plasticity over hours, as AP5 infused into locus coeruleus markedly reduced the duration of A1 tuning curve shifts (Fig. 7b) .
Locus coeruleus pairing improves auditory perception
Finally, we asked how these changes to auditory representations induced by locus coeruleus pairing might affect auditory perception. We used a behavioral task involving auditory perceptual learning in adult rats sensitive to plasticity of A1 tuning curves 35 . We examined three predictions suggested by our physiological results. First, behaviorally important stimuli should be easier to detect and recognize after locus coeruleus pairing, as A1 synaptic and spiking responses to tones of all intensities were greatly enhanced. Second, recognition of specific stimuli may initially be impaired, as A1 tuning curves first widened and responses to distinct stimuli became more similar for a few hours after locus coeruleus pairing. Third, improvements to perceptual abilities should persist for hours or perhaps indefinitely even after a single brief pairing episode, given the prolonged maintenance of A1 plasticity by locus coeruleus plasticity. We operantly conditioned 79 adult rats to nose-poke for a food reward in response to 4-kHz target stimuli of any intensity while withholding responses to six foil tones of other frequencies (Supplementary Fig. 12a) . We implanted 22 Sprague-Dawley rats with stimulation electrodes and drug delivery cannulas into locus coeruleus. An additional nine Th-Cre rats expressing ChETA in locus coeruleus with optical fibers implanted for optogenetic stimulation were used. We examined perceptual abilities to detect target stimuli over a range of intensities and recognize target stimuli from non-target foils, assessing performance over several days before and after pairing. In other animals, we examined whether locus coeruleus pairing would affect the learning rate on a reversal learning task.
First we examined detection abilities. Baseline psychophysical performance of a representative animal is shown in Figure 8a . At ≥50 dB SPL, this animal had near-perfect performance detecting target 4-kHz tones and a low number of responses to foils. However, this animal had a low response rate for tones of 20-40 dB SPL. After measuring behavioral responses for 30-60 min, we paired 4-kHz tones at 30 dB SPL with locus coeruleus stimulation for 3 min while the animal was awake. We then re-tested detection abilities 12 h later and found that detection at 20-40 dB SPL was greatly enhanced (Fig. 8a) . Similar improvements in detection were observed for 21 animals, including five Th-Cre rats in which optogenetic locus coeruleus pairing was performed (Fig. 8b,c) . Notably, enhancements of detection abilities lasted up to 4 d and in some cases 20+ d post-pairing (Fig. 8d) . Behavioral changes were prevented when AP5 (1 mM) was infused into locus coeruleus before pairing (Fig. 8c) , indicating that locus coeruleus plasticity is required for behavioral improvement. Thus, locus coeruleus stimulation facilitates detection of previously imperceptible stimuli, and brief episodes of pairing optimize signal processing and formation of sensorimotor associations in a circuit distributed throughout cortex and brainstem.
We then asked how pairing would affect abilities to distinguish targets from foils. Initially, foil stimuli were spectrally dissimilar from the target stimulus of 4 kHz, separated at one octave intervals at 70 dB SPL. Animals easily responded to targets and withheld responses to foils on this 'wideband' task before pairing. We then made this task more challenging by compressing the spectral range of foils from npg a r t I C l e S six to one octave, such that foils were similar to the target. Before pairing, behavioral performance on this 'narrowband' task was low (Supplementary Fig. 12b) , and pairing initially reduced these modest recognition abilities even further for a few hours ( Supplementary  Fig. 12b,c) . However, performance gradually improved, and was improved above baseline levels 12 h post-pairing ( Supplementary  Fig. 12d ). These changes in auditory perception seem similar to A1 modifications observed electrophysiologically: tuning profiles first broadened (leading to similar neural responses for different sensory stimuli) before tuning width recovered and many more A1 neurons responded strongly to paired stimuli (facilitating detection and recognition of target tones). Changes in narrowband task performance were prevented by infusion of AP5 into locus coeruleus (Supplementary Fig. 12c,d) .
The duration of these changes induced by a single episode of locus coeruleus pairing was considerably longer lasting than behavioral changes induced by nucleus basalis pairing (Supplementary Fig. 13 ). Single episodes of nucleus basalis pairing produced improvements in detection (Supplementary Fig. 13a-c) and recognition ( Supplementary Fig. 13d-f ) that lasted several hours 35 , but not longer. Instead, lasting improvements with nucleus basalis pairing required multiple episodes of pairing over several days, in contrast with the rapid and enduring behavioral changes produced by a single session of locus coeruleus pairing. 
npg a r t I C l e S
In our last experiment, we asked whether locus coeruleus pairing might also accelerate reversal learning. Animals were trained to respond to 4-kHz tones, and the rewarded tone was then switched to 16 kHz (and 4 kHz became a foil). We monitored animals for several weeks after this reversal of reward contingency. The day of reversal, some animals received a single episode of locus coeruleus pairing with 16 kHz. Unpaired animals required 20+ d to recover initial performance levels, but paired animals learned the new association in almost half the time (Fig. 8f,g ). Consequentially, locus coeruleus pairing improves perceptual abilities for at least hours after pairing, and even longer-lasting gains in performance can emerge over days to weeks after just a single pairing episode. These abilities can be enhanced beyond gains induced by reward-based training alone.
DISCUSSION
The locus coeruleus is the principal source of noradrenergic modulation for the CNS, providing a basic mechanism for adapting cortical circuits to task demands. Previous studies found that locus coeruleus neurons in rodents and primates respond to sensory stimuli after conditioning 36, 37 . We found that enduring contextual associations could be rapidly formed in the locus coeruleus and cells previously unresponsive to sounds could become tonally responsive. The rapid induction and prolonged duration of these changes is reminiscent of changes to brain state and behavior in cases of onetrial learning or post-traumatic stress disorder 38 , suggesting that locus coeruleus plasticity is a fundamental determinant of these memory processes.
Locus coeruleus plasticity depends on NMDA receptors in the locus and can be induced by pairing tones with depolarization of single neurons. This form of long-term synaptic plasticity is likely a result of direct modifications of excitatory transmission of connections into or within locus coeruleus. Given the short latency of these auditory responses from stimulus onset and the speed at which acoustic information can reach A1 (~10 ms), we suspect that auditory inputs from frontal cortex and/or amygdala become sensitized after pairing [26] [27] [28] . Notably, blockade of locus coeruleus plasticity with AP5 was observed in animals anesthetized with ketamine, indicating either that ketamine at these doses does not completely antagonize NMDA receptors or that the anesthetic action of ketamine in the locus coeruleus is independent of NMDA receptors.
Locus coeruleus plasticity exerts a profound effect on downstream modulatory targets, controlling dynamics of cortical plasticity and auditory perceptual learning from induction to long-term maintenance. Noradrenergic modulation seems to provide a specific disinhibitory signal to cortical circuits, transiently reducing spontaneous inhibition in a similar manner as in dorsal cochlear nucleus 24 . This form of modulatory control is distinct from that provided by cholinergic modulation from nucleus basalis. Although both modulators reduce GABAergic inhibition in the cortex, acetylcholine downregulates stimulus-evoked inhibition 17, 35 , whereas noradrenalin reduces tonic inhibition. There may be an anatomical basis for this distinction depending on the projection patterns of cholinergic versus noradrenergic axons, synaptic versus extrasynaptic localization of receptor subtypes, and other factors governing the spatial and npg a r t I C l e S temporal scales of neuromodulation [39] [40] [41] , but there are limited data on any of these important issues. Moreover, the physiological and behavioral changes induced by a single episode of nucleus basalis pairing are smaller and briefer than changes triggered by locus coeruleus pairing. The powerful disinhibitory effects of locus coeruleus stimulation on inhibitory tone might naturally lead to stronger and longer-lasting forms of cortical modifications, especially if NMDA receptor activation and postsynaptic spike generation are increased. Indeed, our results demonstrate that even a short amount of locus coeruleus pairing is sufficient to induce tone-evoked responses in previously unresponsive neurons and convert subthreshold responses into spiking responses, similar to a recent study of spike timing-dependent plasticity in rat visual cortex 42 . We hypothesize that the prolonged duration of locus coeruleus plasticity is also a result of longer-term changes induced in locus coeruleus after pairing.
Effects of locus coeruleus pairing and cortical noradrenergic modulation are also distinct from dopamine, another catecholamine transmitter and the monoamine precursor for noradrenergic biosynthesis. Dopamine is released by the ventral tegmental area (VTA), and pairing VTA stimulation with pure tones produces a stimulusspecific and timing-dependent form of plasticity in rat A1 (ref. 43) . Similarly, pairing a conditioned auditory stimulus with reward has similar effects on tonotopic map organization as VTA pairing 44 , consonant with the hypothesis that dopamine neurons are activated by appetitive reinforcement or reward prediction errors 45, 46 . VTA stimulation can also enhance learning rates and peak performance on auditory tasks 47 . However, these changes are likely mechanistically distinct from the action of norepinephrine. Although the predominant feature of noradrenergic modulation in A1 is reduction of tonic inhibition, dopaminergic modulation has a wide variety of effects including regulation of cAMP levels, enhancement of NMDA receptor signaling and decreases of spontaneous spiking 48, 49 .
Taken together, these data indicate that separate neuromodulatory systems can differentially control neural circuits by a variety of mechanisms, providing a high level of control over excitability, synaptic transmission, plasticity and cognition. Norepinephrine in particular seemed to control overall gain of cortical neurons, transiently increasing the effective salience of any incoming signal before cortical representations were more selectively refined. Notably, this suggests that the functional organization of cortical receptive fields might be highly state dependent. For example, in a low-arousal state, when locus coeruleus firing rates are low, cortical neurons may be tuned to one stimulus, but during heightened states of arousal, when locus coeruleus firing rates increase, cortical tuning curves might rapidly shift to prefer a different stimulus that previously occurred in conjunction with locus coeruleus activation. In support of this hypothesis, we found that, when cortical alphanoradreneric receptors were blocked after locus coeruleus pairing, shifts in A1 tuning curves induced by pairing were not apparent. Instead, cortical neurons resumed their original pre-pairing tuning preferences, although the mechanisms by which the original tuning preference was restored remain unclear.
Although these changes initially impair some aspects of sensory perception, lasting behavioral enhancements emerged over a period of hours to weeks, even after one pairing episode. The time course and dynamics of A1 modifications were markedly similar to the behavioral consequences of locus coeruleus pairing on detection and recognition of a rewarded pure tone stimulus. In addition, locus coeruleus pairing also accelerated the progression of reversal learning after the rewarded tone was changed from an unpaired tone to the tone that was paired with locus coeruleus stimulation. Although we have not yet identified the mechanisms that enhance reversal learning, it is possible that an extensive set of changes must occur to reconfigure the A1 network and other brain areas involved in this behavior. Specifically, changes induced by locus coeruleus pairing (at a stimulus that was previously a non-target but then became the new target) are at odds with the learned association between reward and stimulus (specifically the tone that was the original target frequency). The reversal of reward contingency likely recruits a number of neuromodulatory systems, including the cholinergic nucleus basalis and dopaminergic VTA, leading to multiple forms or a composite form of plasticity enabled by cortical neuromodulation. Consequentially, for several days following reversal, cortical responses would appear much more 'confused' and complex than in highly trained animals. However, the changes triggered by locus coeruleus pairing might provide some latent support for the reorganizations required to learn new associations, ultimately manifesting as an acceleration of the reversal process.
The full neural circuit representing learned associations between external stimuli and internal state is likely to be distributed throughout much of the brain, especially because neuromodulatory systems have extensive recurrent connections 28 . Under natural conditions, many of these systems might be engaged and co-regulated for control of cortical responses and brain state, and modifications to neuromodulator systems provides a powerful mechanism for storing and restoring the most behaviorally important memories.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. were used to predetermine sample sizes for electrophysiological experiments, as our sample sizes are similar to or larger than what is standard in the field. Electrophysiological experiments were not randomized in terms of which cells were paired under different conditions.
Behavior. Rats were lightly food-deprived and pre-trained for 2-6 weeks on a frequency recognition go/no-go task 35 . Animals were rewarded with food for nose-poking within 3 s of presentation of a target tone (4 kHz, any intensity), and given a short (~5 s) time out if they incorrectly responded to non-target tones. After learning to nosepoke to 4-kHz tones, spectrally wideband foils were also presented (0 .5, 1, 2, 8, 16, 32 kHz) . Animals that achieved hit rates >80% for targets were then anesthetized with ketamine/dexmedetomidine, had stimulation electrodes or hybrid cannula/stimulation electrodes chronically implanted in right locus coeruleus, and were allowed to recover for a week before being randomly assigned to an experimental group for further study. 16 other animals had electrodes implanted in nucleus basalis instead. Animals were generally tested during the light cycle, but sometimes were tested during the dark cycle as well for measuring the extended time course of behavioral changes. Animals that did not achieve >80% hit rates with 6 weeks or had damaged implants were excluded from further analysis.
Each implanted animal was first tested on the 'wideband' recognition task or the detection task for at least 1-2 d. On the wideband and narrowband recognition tasks, tones (wideband target: 4 kHz, foils: 0.5, 1, 2, 8, 16, 32 kHz; narrowband target: 4 kHz, foils: 2.8, 3.2, 3.6, 4.5, 5.1, 5.7 kHz) were presented at 70 dB SPL. For the detection task, tones were presented at 20-90 dB SPL. On the first day at each task, tones were presented for 30-60 min to assess performance at baseline; 4 kHz tones (at 70 dB SPL for the wideband recognition task; 30-45 dB SPL for the detection task; hits binned over 20-40 dB SPL) were then paired with locus coeruleus stimulation in the training box for 2-3 min, and behavior performance assessed and quantified 1, 3, 12 and/or 24 h after one single episode of stimulation. In some cases, animal performance was monitored over the span of weeks, once a day, to examine the duration of behavioral changes induced by locus coeruleus pairing. For reversal learning, 17 Sprague-Dawley rats and eight Long-Evans rats (four wild-type, four Th-Cre) had the rewarded tone switched from 4 kHz to 16 kHz on the wideband task after achieving d′ > 2.0. Six of those animals had stimulation electrodes implanted in locus coeruleus and three Th-Cre animals had fiber optics implanted in locus coeruleus, and electrical or optical locus coeruleus stimulation was paired with 16 kHz tones for 5 min just before testing behavioral performance on the first day that 16 kHz was rewarded. Performance was measured daily thereafter. Cannulated animals had AP5 (1 mM in saline, 0.4-1 µl at 0.2 µl min −1 ) or saline infused into the locus coeruleus immediately before stimulation for either task. d′ values were computed as the difference in z scores between hits and false positives: d′ = z(hit rate) − z(false positive rate), using the responses between 20-40 dB SPL for detection and responses to 3.6-4.5 kHz for narrowband recognition. Unless otherwise noted, all statistics and error bars are reported as means ± s.e.m. although normality was not formally tested for all data sets, and P values were determined from Student's paired or unpaired two-tailed t tests. Power analysis was performed to determine the number of animals required for statistical significance as in our previous study of the same behaviors in rats 35 . For detection performance after locus coeruleus pairing, effect size was 1.48 and power was 0.99, requiring at least three animals; for detection performance after nucleus basalis pairing over multiple days, effect size was 1.10 and power was 0.82, requiring at least three animals. For recognition performance after locus coeruleus pairing, effect size was 0.67 and power was 0.80, requiring at least 12 animals; for recognition performance after nucleus basalis pairing over multiple days, effect size was 2.03 and power was 0.97, requiring at least two animals. Studies were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments.
A Supplementary methods checklist is available. 
